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THE ROLE OF BURIED OH SITES IN THE RESPONSE MECHANISM
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Abstract
The models proposed m the hterature on the mechanism of operation
of morgamc-gate pH-sensltlve ISFETs can be dlvlded m three categones
those mvolvmg changes at the Sl/rnsufator interface, those mvolvmg bulk
lomc diffusion and those based on reactions of surface sites The frost two
categones imply a time response hmxted by dtifuslon through the gate
msulator Time response data on Al&,-gate ISFETs show that the lntrms~~
response trme 1s of the order of a few mllhseconds or faster Pubhshed data
for other msulators are slmtiar The drffuslon coeffrcrent for H+ dtifuslon m
SIOz IS much too low to explam thrs fast response, and for A1203 and S13N4
no Hf movement can be detected at low temperatures Gel layer formatlon
cannot mcrease lomc mobllrty sufflclently to explam the observed response
times Therefore we conclude that surface effects must be responsible for the
fast pH response We propose that an addltlon~ slow response resultmg m
hysteresrs as observed m S102-gate ISFETs, as well as a decreased sensltrvlty
for higher pH values, are due to the presence of OH sites burled beneath the
surface These mterlor OH sites can be created by steam oxldatlon or by
exposure to the aqueous electrolyte

1 Introduction
Smce the fur& report of a chemically sensltlve electromc device by
Bergveld m 1970 [If, research has progressed along two lines extension of
the sensltlvlty to ions other than H’ ions (for this aspect, see Janata’s reviews
[2, 311, and expl~atlon of the mech~lsm of ope~t~on of the sunple pHsensltme morgamc-gate ISFET 14 - Xi!] Thus paper concerns the second
aspect, for which various models have been proposed Some of these only
claim to explain certain aspects of the response, such as drift, while others
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attempted to explam quantltatlvely potentlal/pH measurements These
models can be classlfled accordmg to the location where the mechamsm of
pH-sensltlvlty 1s presumed to occur
(1) Models based on the reactivity of the insulator surface Here It 1s
consldered that surface sites on the msulator react with ions m the solution
Thrs creates charge and potential m the electrical double layer in the electrolyte at the Interface with the msulator Kelly [4] first suggested that this
1s the mam mechamsm of operation of ISFET pH sensors, but gave no quantltatlve theory Slu and Cobbold {8] apphed the site-bmdmg theory as proposed by Yates et al [13 3 m the field of collold chemistry We have described such a slte-dlssoclatlon theory m detail, and verlfled its validity [ll,
have

121

(2) Models based on the presence of mobile ions m the msulatmg layer
Some papers lmphcltly proposed such a model by considering a quantity
such as ,uoxHf, the chemical potential of Hf ions in the insulator [6] This lmplies the existence of a transport mechamsm, at least up to a certain distance
mslde the insulator, to estabhsh the requrred thermodynamic equ&brmm,
and leads directly to a Nernst equation Some authors have used the Nernst
equation wlthout further comment [14), or by refenmg to the slmllarity
with the glass electrode [15]
(3) Models based on the modlflcatlon of the SI/S~O~ interface through a
pH-controlled
change m the surface state density via transport of a
hydrogen-bearing species This has been exphcltly considered by Revesz [ 51,
de ROOIJ and Bergveld [ 7, IO] and Barabash and Cobbold [ 16)
It 1s clear that the mam point of difference lies m whether a bulk or surface mechamsm
1s assumed
Type (3) theories can be considered a more
extreme form of type (2), since transport of hydrogen-bearing
species
through the entire insulator IS assumed to change the surface state density
However, m type (3) theories as opposed to type (2), the transported species
might be neutral The model proposed by Lauks [9], mvolvmg a very thm
lomcally conducting gel-hke layer, can be considered to be intermediate between types 1 and 2 The various opmlons that exist on the mechanism of
ISFET operation can be seen as an aspect of a more general dlscusslon existmg m collold science on the nature of the oxide/electrolyte
interface
Lyklema [17] and Perram [18] argue m favour of a gel layer model (type
(2)) in which an outer porous layer of the oxide contains both the oxrde
charge and the interfacial potential The alternative, conslstmg of purely surface reactions (type (I)), IS the site-bmdmg model [133, which found experimental support m the work of Yates and Healy [ 191 and Smlt et al [20]
Yates’ work illustrated the importance of sample preparation, since he found
that both porous and non-porous SIOZ collolds can be prepared
For some models, predicted potentlal/pH
characterlstlcs have been
exphcitly presented [ 9, 11, 121, and agree to some extent with expenment
Problems remam, however The site-dlssoclatlon model cannot explain the
sub-Nernstlan pH response of SIOZ far from its pomt of zero charge, which
has been widely observed No satisfactory model has been put forward to
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explain the drift and hysteresis which are always present to some extent,
especially with SIOz Since potentlal/pH data are msufflclent to identify the
response mechanism involved, more data are needed We suggest that
mformatlon on the speed of response to pH steps can help ldentlfy the
mechanisms involved Therefore, we will review the available measurements
of ISFET response speed by ourselves and others Our aim will be to present
a general picture of the role of various mechanisms which we beheve can
explain most of the reported data on S102 and other msulators
2. Response time of Inorganic-gate ISFETs
The response of an ISFET to a fast pH step 1s m general characterized
by a fast response, followed by a slow change m the same direction, and
ultimately a drift which 1s linear or logarlthmlc mth time The precise
defmltron of what 1s meant by the fast or slow response of an ISFET can be
a subject of some confuslon, we have defined the fast response time to be
the time needed for the output to change from 10% to 90% of the total
variation The slow response 1s the extra time needed for the response to
reach 100% Other authors have used other defmltlons, which can explam
some variations m reported results It 1s clear, however, that there 1s a large
difference between the slow and fast time constants, as has also been found
with oxide collolds [ 211 This large difference 1s an important factor m the
conslderatlons which follow
2 1 Fast response
There have been relatively few pubhshed attempts to fmd an mtrmslc
ISFET response speed We have recently published data for our A1203
ISFETs which showed that the mtrmslc response speed must be at least m
the m&second range, and could be considerably faster 122, 231 The
measured response time was determined by the steepness of the pH step m
the electrolyte, and not by the detector itself McBride et al [24] have
shown part of a transient measured by dlrectmg a Jet of electrolyte on an
S13N4-gateISFET The response time was of the order of 1 ms The tune
response of SIOz-gate devices has not been studied as carefully, Moss et al
[ 25) report values around 200 ms and above Bergveld has found a response
time of 40 ms for an S102 device, obtamed by an open flow method [ 261
Lelstlko [27] mentions a response tune of mllhseconds for his SIOa-gate
devices As before, m all these cases, the response was probably determined
by the speed of the pH variation itself, and not by the ISFET These results
therefore provide an upper limit to the mtrmec response time In our
opmlon, morgamc-gate pH-ISFETs have mtrmslc response times of the order
of one mllhsecond or faster
2 2 Slow response
The studies mentloned above were only concerned unth the fast part of
the response after a pH step There IS also a slow response, particularly for
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S102 Apart from a contmuous drrft of the threshold voltage, which does not
depend on pH, there 1s a hysteresis m the pH response m the dlrectlon which
corresponds to a memory effect Only a few authors have reported this
effect quantltatlvely , Lelstlko [27] reports a very large hysteresis for an SIOzgate device, of the order of 25% of the total potential response for a
measurement between pH 1 and 10 Schenck’s measurements on &O,-gate
devices show a hysteresis of about 12% of the total response [28], m a much
smaller pH range In this respect the supenorlty of S13N4 and especially
A1203 gates IS very clear Abe et at [29] report a hysteresis of 0 3% for
A1203-gate ISFETs These values are only mdlcatlve of the order of magnitude involved, and probably depend on factors such as the speed and the
extent of the pH scan Our own measurements of hysteresis loops for A1203gate ISFETs [ 11 J took several hours, and Abe et al [29] use pH exposures
lasting 60 minutes, none of the other authors mentioned above gives any
mdlcatlon of the time mvolved m his measurements
The presence of a memory effect shows that a small part of the pH
response 1s very slow, and occurs with a delay of the order of minutes to
hours after the pH varlatlon Only for &02 1s this memory effect conslderable, for the other msulators that have been evaluated as pH-sensitive gate
layers It 1s much smaller

3 Estlmatlon of response time due to dlffuslon mechanisms
In this section we vvlll derive an estimate of the time response expected
for a type (2) response mechamsm, Ee , consldermg only bulk migration
effects The purpose 1s to verify whether such a mechamsm can explain the
observed fast response times Therefore we will assume that the diffusion
length 1s very small, 3 to 10 nm as assumed m [ 91, which 1s expected to give
the fastest response Srnce we require only an order of magnitude, the model
will be kept as simple as possible Dlffuslon of protons from an electrolyte
solution into an oxide surface has been considered earher by B&rub4 et al
[21], and we will adopt the prmclpal features of their treatment We will
focus the dlscusslon on the diffusion of Hf ions, because these are often
thought to be relatively mobile In models where It 1s assumed that charge
neutrality IS mamtamed [9], diffusion of OH- should also be consldered
These ions are m general much less mobile than cations, certamly m S102
The change m H+ concentration m response time experiments such as
those described above 1s typIcally several orders of magmtude Dlffuslon m
the ISFET insulator can then be vrewed as the swltchmg on at t = 0 of an
infmite source at the insulator/electrolyte
mterface This leads to an error
function profile of the diffusing substance
X

( 1

c(x, t) = co erfc 2fl

We adopt the usual defmltlon

of the diffusion length Lo as
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L,=2y/ix

(2)

which corresponds to the distance where c 1s equal to 0 16c,, although the
steepness of the diffusion profile makes LD msensltlve to the exact crlterlon
used m its defmltlon The electrical field m the insulator will cause drift of
charged particles, and this will enhance or counteract the dtifuslon, dependmg on the sign of the ions and field mvolved Usual working condltlons m
ISFETs correspond to a field of about lo5 V/cm, and It can be verified that
when Ii,-, IS m the 3 to 10 nm range, the influence of drift 1s smaller than
dlffuslon Therefore we will estimate the response time only m terms of a
diffusion process
The previous dlscusslon ignores the posslblllty of reactions between the
diffusing species and the insulator, m practice this will only be true for ddfusion of noble gases Cations m SIOz are known to be trapped, for instance
at non-brldgmg oxygens, or at alummoslllcate groups If Al contammatlon is
present We will assume that a simple reaction exists between trap sites and
ddfusmg species, which achieves equlllbrlum much faster than the diffusion
free trap site + ion \

trapped Ion

(3)

With c the concentration of trapped ions, f the concentration of free ions, s
the density of empty trap sites, K the reaction equlhbrlum constant, we
fmd

c=Ksf

(4)

The influence of a first-order reaction on diffusion 1s known from standard
theory [ 301, U-J the simple case of c > f, It IS found that the profile of the
diffusing species IS again described by eqn (l), provided an effective ddfuslon coefficient 1s used instead of D
D eff=

D
KS

which 1s by assumption much smaller than D The penetration depth 1s thus
given by
L,=2+2

(6)

Experimentally , Deff IS determined by bulk dlffuslon experiments which
include the trapping of ions ThE 1s a different quantity from D, which 1sthe
dlffuslvlty wlthout the mfluence of trappmg D can be measured by transit
tune experiments m thm SIOz films where trappmg occurs mamly at the
interfaces (see next section) It 1s important to remember, however, that m
general lomc migration IS influenced by trapping, and that therefore Deff
should be used to describe It
Assuming L, IS 3 nm, It follows from eqn (6) that Deff > lo-l2 cm2/s
IS required for response times below 10 ms The following sections will
examine whether this 1s possible m the msulators for which kinetic data are
available Conversely, mformatlon about the dlffuslon coefflclent can be
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translated into the time constant expected
for a bulk dlffus1on pH-response
mechanism
Experiments
on Na’ moblllty
1n thm S102 films show that an equ111br1um such as the one assumed 1n eqn (3) does not necessarily occur, but that
the kinetics of the release of ions from traps dommate
ionic motion
[31]
This 1s clearly illustrated by D1Mar1a [ 32 J, who showed that at room temperature sodium was exclusrvely
trapped at the interfaces of d thm &O= film,
and not 1n the bulk This conclusion
probably
applies to an even greater
extent to Hf motion
Therefore,
eqn (6) ~111 tend to underestimate
the
response time at low temperatures
or fields

4 Ionic

dlffuslon

coefficients

1n S102

Although
our main concern
IS the movement
of H” ions, the diffusion
of Na+ 1s much better known, and serves as a convenient
starting point for
comparisons
It 1s well known that alkah ions, xn particular sodium, are by
far the fastest moving species 1n vitreous silica and quartz Values of Deff for
sodium determined
1n bulk samples are summarized
1n Table 1 Extrapolation to room temperature
gives a value of 10a2’ to 10P2* cm*/5 All vitreous
s1hca samples 1n these experiments
contamed
sufficient Al contamlnatlon
to
ensure complete
cation trapping at alum1nosdlcate
sites Recent measurements of the d&t moblllty
m thin SIOz films give values of the room temperature D that are much higher (see Table l), since no trapping 1s involved
It IS interesting to note that early measurements
m thin films by Snow et al
(331) 1n which no separation was made between detrappmg and drift, agreed
with values 1n bulk sll1ca This suggests that the traps at Al/S102 Interfaces
have slmllar properties to those 1n bulk slllca, possibly due to the presence of
alumlnosll1cate
groups 1n both cases
Motion
of H+ ions 1n thin S102 films 1s still a controversial
subJect
Several authors have reported
charge movements
which they ascribe to H’
motion
[34 - 361 The basic problem Involved, however,
1s that electrically
active amounts of contamlnat1on
are too small to be directly 1dentlf1able by
analytical
chemical
techniques
It has been shown by Raider and Flltsch
[37] that ethanol (a method mtended to introduce H* ions) contains enough
sodium to prove that charge motion 1s due to that ion, and not H+ Ethanol
which had been purlfled to exclude
Na+ d1d not introduce
moblle ions 1n
S102 [37]
Therefore,
Hofstem’s
fast-moving
species has been identified
as
sodium 1n Table 1 It 1s clear that Hofstem’s
Naf diffusion
coefficient
1s m
reasonable
agreement
mth later determinations
Boudry
and Stagg 1311,
who verified that Na+, K’ and L1’ were all more or less mobile 1n S102, d1d
not find any proton mobll1ty
The same result was obtained by Hrllen [38],
who shallowly implanted
H+ ions 1n an S10, layer In fact, these results are
confirmations
of earlier work by Yurash and Deal 1391, who exposed
SIOz
layers to strong acids without
mtroduclng
1nstab111ty The absence of H’
movement
can be due to very low drift moblllty,
or to very strong trapping
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1

Dlffuslon coefflclents
of Na+ m SIO* The drift moblhty IS measured m thm thermally
grown films, and provides values of D The lower part of the Table shows measurements
in bulk vitreous slllca, which Include the effect of trappmg, and are therefore measurements of D,e
Method

and mvestlgators

Draft mobhty
of Na’
Stag 1681
Krlegler and Devenyl [69]
Hofstem 1701
Na’ tracer drffusron
vrtreows szlwa
Frlschat [ 7 1 ]
Type I sihca

DO
(cm*/s)

EA
teV)

D (25 “C)
(cm2/s)

Temperature

3 3 x 10-2
1 4 x 10-2
10

0 66
0 63
0 70

2 3 x 10-13
3 2 x lo-l3
1 5 x 10-12

37
177
28 - 160
40 - 100

21
0 37
13

1 22
112
1 17

5 1 x 10-21
47x10-20
2 2 x 10-20

170 - 250
250 - 600
250
600

5 6 x lo3

1 52

1 2 x 10-22

130 - 280

range

(“C)

rn

Type II silica
Electrolysrs
of vitreous
Doremus [ 40 J

shca

The small size of H+ ions obviously makes the latter much more likely, as
discussed by Doremus [ 40,411
In the study of bulk stilca or glasses it 1s generally accepted that H+ 1s
less moblle than alkali ions Jorgensen and Norton 1421 have detected H+
motion m vitreous silica at 1000 “C, fmdmg a Deff which 1s about 700 times
lower than that for Na+ at that temperature At about the same temperature,
Hethermgton et al [43] reported electrical conductlvlty a factor of lo4
lower m vitreous silica where Na+ Ions had been replaced by H+ Many other
results on ionic moblhty have been obtamed m the study of electrode
glasses It must be remembered, though, that m these glasses diffusion 1s
several orders of magnitude faster than m pure S102 The mam interest m
these measurements IS the ratio between H+ moblhty and that of the alkali
ions H+ 1s systematically found to be less mobile (see Table 2), and compared to Na+ the moblhty ratio 1s about lo3 to lo4 Applying this ratio to
the value of D,,(Na’)
of pure SIOZ gives an estimated D&H’)
of 1O-24 to
1O-23 cm% at 25 “C (Note that this corresponds to a drffuslon length of
02nminoneyear)
The experimental results of Baucke [ 441 are particularly relevant m this
context, because they have been obtained mth glass surfaces exposed to
electrolyte solutions These are the operating condltlons for ISFETs, as
opposed to most studies of lomc mobility which are carried out on samples
not exposed to water Baucke found that even m surface layers where all
hthmm Ions had been replaced by H+ Ions, Ll+ moblhty was still greater than
H+ mobility
The H+ diffusion coefficient m such a layer was about
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TABLE
Ratio

2
of dlffusmn

Material

coefficients

and mvestlgators

Temperature
measurement,

Na+
Na+

104
700

LO50
1000

Ll+

2600
104 to 105
1 to 10
56

Ion, A+

Na +
K+
Baucke

[ 72)

glasses

~edA+)l~edH+)

Alkah

Vztreous siltca
Hethermgton
et al [ 43 ]
Jorgensen
and Norton
[42]
Electrode glasses
Doremus
[47]

of aikdh ions and H+ m SlOz and silicate

!L1+

Ratlo

of
“C

50
50
50
50

lo-l7 cm2/s at 50 “C, which IS higher than extrapolated above for pure SlO,
due to the very high concentration of non-bndgmg oxygens m an electrode
glass surface This mdlcates that the H’ dlffuslon coefflclent m the surface of
a layer of pure S102 depends on the number of OH groups present, but ~111
always be much smaller than the mmlmal value of lo-l2 cm’/s derived above
to explam m&second pH response times
Information on diffusion m S13N4 and A1,03, two other gate materials
used m ISFETs, 1s much more lImIted than for SIOz This 1s no doubt due to
the much smaller diffusion coefflclents involved, which means that as a rule
no movement of any species can be observed It 1s known that both A1203
and S13N4 films are barriers agamst lomc dlffuslon A good lllustratlon IS the
work of B&tlger et al [45] who at 500 “C found no movement of H’ ions
implanted m A1203
5, Formatlon

of a gel layer or of burled OH sites

5 1 Gel Iayers En glasses
It has often been proposed
that on the surface of electrode glasses a
hydrated gel-like layer forms after sufficient exposure to water This layer
has a sufflclently open structure that lomc mobllltres are much higher than
m the bulk material These glasses contain alkali oxides (typically hthla),
and other network formers or network modlhers, with a balance of around
70% SIOz The surface of such a glass m contact with an aqueous electrolyte
IS attacked by ion exchange Usmg Ll as an example
=S1-OLr

+ HZ0 -

=Sl--OH

f LlOH

(7)

Due to the different sizes of H and LI, this creates a dlstorted, open, network, which m turn causes contmumg hydration Wlkby [46] found that
electrical conductlvlty m a hydrated surface gel layer on an electrode glass
was a factor of the order of five higher than m bulk glass Since conductlvlty
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1s determined by alkali 1on moblllties, this result suggests that dlffuslon coefficients can be no more than one order of magmtude higher inside a gel
layer, which would leave the conclusions of the previous sections unaffected
The open structure of a gel layer causes 1t to dissolve relatively easily 1n
water, with speeds of typically around lO-14 m/s In steady state, the rate of
formation of the gel layer 1s similar to the dlssolutlon rate [47] Therefore,
data of glass dlssolutlon rates can be used to estnnate speed of gel layer formation
5 2 Buned OH&es zn ScOz
The case of S102, ulth which we are concerned, = quite different due
to the absence of nnpur1t1es and the corresponding 1on exchange mechamsm
(7) This 1s clearly illustrated by the low dlssolutlon rate of S102 1n water
Van L1er et al [48] found a dlssolutlon rate of quartz m dlstllled water of
4 5 X lo-*1 m/s at room temperature Taking account of the fact that
amorphous S102 dissolves about 13 times faster 148,493, and of the increase
of dissolution rate with ionic strength (a factor of 67 according to [49]), the
rate of dlssolutlon of amorphous S102 1n 0 1M NaCl 1s 4 X lo-l8 m/s This
amounts to about 0 1 nm per year, and can hardly be detected expenmentally This means that water cannot dissolve the SIOz network, and that no
distorted surface gel layer can form on the surface Stem [ 501 also argues
that S102 cannot be assumed to behave 1n the same way as glasses There 1s
also more direct experunental evidence available on this point The format1on of a strongly conductive, 3 to 10 nm thick layer at the oxide/electrolyte
interface would influence the capacitance of electrolytejthm S10&111con
structures, which has not been observed [ 51, 521
The previous argument does not mean that no interaction at all between S102 and water 1s expected It 1s known, m fact, that water diffuses
into thm thermally-grown S102 layers mth a low activation energy, even at
room temperature [ 53 - 551 Most of this water reacts mth the SIOz structure to form S1-OH sites [ 541, leading to a high concentration of non-bndg1ng oxygen sites near the SIOz surface, especially for surfaces exposed to an
aqueous electrolyte Accordmg to Hartstem’s [ 541 or Pfeffer et al ‘s [55]
results, the concentration of S1-OH near the surface 1s m the 1Ol9 to 102’
cm-3 range Let us assume, for the purpose of Illustration, that OH groups 1n
the outermost four layers of S104 tetrahedra can react with H+ ions from the
solution, possibly with long time constants The thickness of these layers 1s
about 0 9 nm, and they will therefore contam of the order of 1013 cmW2of
S1-OH groups, assuming a surface density of 102’ cmp3 This figure could be
even higher for the first few nm of oxides immersed 1n water, especially 1f we
bear 1n mind Pfeffer’s report of a thm outer layer Mth very hgh hydrogen
content Although this number of S1-OH sites buned below the surface
remains small compared to the number of sites on the surface (5 X 1Ol4 cm-?
[ 13 J), a slow response of these burled sites to electrolyte pH variations could
explain the hystereas effects found 1n S102-gate ISFETs
Note that we dlstlngulsh between a thin layer of burled sites, existing
near the S102 surface, and a gel layer 1n the surface of glasses where alkah
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ions are involved m an eon exchange mechamsm with the electrolyte
Summarlzmg, we conclude that the presence of an aqueous electrolyte might
create a sufflclent number of OH groups beneath the S102 surface to cause
the observed hysteresis

5 3 Other msulators
For substances other than S102 or glasses little 1s known about the possable formatlon of gel layers on their surface In particular, It seems that the
S1,N4/electrolyte
interface has only been studled m the context of ionsensltlve devices For both SlJN4 and A1203, however, it IS known that their
resrstance to hydration when exposed to water IS good, particularly for
A1,03 [ 561 It has been shown by Gruen et al [573 that no OH groups are
formed by exposing untreated sapphire to bollmg water Therefore no high
concentration of internal OH groups 1s expected m the msulator of y-AlzOJ
1SFETs

6 Drift mechamsms
The phenomenon
usually called drift IS a slow, contmuous, change of
the threshold voltage of an ISFET m the same dIrectIon It 1s dlfflcult to
identify the cause of this phenomenon,
which could be either a surface or a
bulk effect, or both Some possible causes of drift are, amongst other posslbllrtles
(1) Varlatlon of the surface state den&y (&) at the S1/S102 interface,
as mentioned above Some authors, however, do not see any Dlt changes [60,
611 Barabash [16] only found a pH mfluence for pH = 6
(2) Slow surface effects, such as the rehydratlon of an S102 surface that
1s partially dehydrated [ 491 Bkrub& et al [ 211 have also suggested that slow
changes occur on oxide surfaces, such as ion exchange mvolvmg OH _ ions
(3) Drift of sodium ions under the mfluence of the msulator field
Given that D,,,(Na+) 1s around 10d2* cm2/s (Table l), It 1s clear that a bulk redlstrlbutlon of sodium would be too slow to be noticeable It 1s known, however, that a sodium ion which has left a trap near the edge of the S102 can
drift rapidly to the other mterface [ 311
(4) InJection of electrons from the electrolyte at strong anodlc polarizations, creatmg negative space charge mslde SIOz films This has been more
extensively dxscussed elsewhere [ 52, 621
These mechanisms have m common the property that they have at most
a weak dependence
on electrolyte pH, and cannot explain the hysteresis
found m ISFETs, which 1s a memory effect or a slow response to pH
changes
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7 Dlscusslon

and conclusion

The results presented here make it clear that bulk diffusion mechamsms
cannot explam the fast time response of ISFET pH sensors with morgamc
gates All diffusion coefflclents Deff are very low, even for SIOZ which has a
relatively open structure This conclusion 1s smular to those reached m the
study of other msulator/electrolyte systems It has been reported by Baucke
[ 581 that the glass electrode potential also orlgmates mamly from the dlssoclatlon of surface &--OH groups This would explain why glass electrodes
also have a comparatively fast time response The role of surface OH groups
m the pH response of oxide collolds 1s also generally accepted [ 591
As hsted m Section 6, there are many possible explanations of drift
effects It 1s more difficult to explain hysteresis, which IS a delayed reaction
to pH changes However, the presence of burled OH sites, which certamly
exist m SIOZ, provides a snnple quahtatlve explanation The hypothesis that
the slow response 1s due to bulk OH groups also explains the marked dlfference m behavlour between GO, and the other materials that have been tried
m ISFETs Of these matenals, SIOZ 1s the only oxide that will absorb considerable amounts of water at room temperature, with creation of mternal
OH groups Correspondmgly, SrO,-gate ISFETs have by far the worst
hysteresis
We suggest therefore that hysteresis IS correlated with the presence of
internal OH groups near the surface, although this does not constitute a gel
layer There 1s evidence that mternal OH groups are also correlated mth
another unexplained aspect of SIOZ-ISFETs, namely the dlffermg experImental results reported for then pH sensltlvlty far from the pH of zero
charge (Ee , above pH = 5) The site-dlssoclatlon model predicts a nearNernstlan pH response for S102 m this pH range Although some pubhcatlons
[S, 633 report slopes close to Nernstlan m this region, many authors never
see slopes higher than 30 to 40 mV/pH [ll, 27, 28,60,64,65]
for SIOZ surfaces Clearly, the slte-dlssoclatlon model 1s not always obeyed, and some
other factor can mfluence the results at high pH values Insight into the
nature of this factor 1s provided by recent results by Vlasov et al [66] He
has made SIOz-gate ISFETs with varymg numbers of OH groups mcorporated
m the oxide layer [ 661 For pH < 4 the sensltlvlty was pH dependent, with a
plateau around pH 2, which agrees mth the ntedlssoclatlon theory [ 113 At
pH > 4, however, the slope d V,/d pH was 40 mV/pH for samples oxldlzed
m dry oxygen, while oxides grown m steam at low temperatures had a pH
sensltlvlty close to Nerstlan However, after exposure to water for long
periods,, all oxides had a pH sensltlvlty in the range 30 - 40 mV/pH We have
noted above that such exposure 1s expected to result m a high concentration
of burled OH groups Thus, there 1s a correlation between a sub-Nernstlan
pH response and the number of burled OH sites We have found a snnilar
correlation with surfaces of E-beam evaporated A1203, which combmed low
pH sensltlvlty and high hysteresis [ 671, a result we ascribed to porosity of
the layer We conclude that bulk mechanisms tend to detract from the pH
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sensltlvlty of the surface This agrees with the fact that gel layer theories
predict lower than Nernstlan pH sensltlvltles [ 171
Summarlzmg, the final picture emergmg IS that for lSFETs with gate
materials which do not hydrate and are not porous, such as S13N4, A1203 or
Ta205 deposited by CVD, surface effects dommate and these devices are
accurately described by the site-dlssoclatlon theory The case of S102 IS
conslderably more complex
The site-dlssoclatlon theory only provides an
accurate mode1 for S102 near pH 2, its pomt of zero charge Beyond pH 4 or
5, the slope IS often lower than expected, and there 1s an additional slow
response which results m hysteresis We propose that this IS due to the
presence of a large number of burled OH sites which are either incorporated
in the oxide durmg oxldatlon, or are subsequently formed by the exposure
to water These sites have a slow pH response, which expldms the hysteresis,
and since It 1s a bulk response, its sensltlvlty tends to be lower, as mathematlcaI treatments of such mechanisms have shown [ 181
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